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INTRO -- {August 22, 2014} 

 

When I came into graduate school for Library and Information Studies, I 

must admit that part of my imagination played to the stereotypes our 

society holds about librarians.  I could envision myself emerging from grad 

school with an MLIS, clad in a stiff cardigan, thick tortoise-shell glasses and 

a stern grimace. Ok, that may be a slight exaggeration, but nonetheless, I 

was underprepared for some of the treasures the LIS world holds. 

 

One of those jewels is that librarians are given the opportunity every day 

to be the antithesis to the tried and true notions of the ever-shushing 

bookworm.  Rather than relegating themselves to the stacks, desperately 

clutching crumbling books, most of the librarians I have encountered have 

embraced and are at the forefront of emerging technology.  It’s in the 

academic library that you find some of the latest technology on campus. 

Such it is with the project I have the pleasure of working with for the Fall 

2014 semester. 

 

I will be working as a student assistant/intern with the Mobile Makerspace 

team in Jackson Library. The Mobile Makerspace team was awarded an 

LSTA grant to bring some of the latest “maker” technology to academic 

departments on the UNCG campus, particularly to its LIS students. Who 

better to know and understand what kind of amazing tools exist for 

libraries than future librarians? Making and makerspaces are redefining 

what we think of as libraries and it’s exciting to get to witness this 

firsthand. 

 

I intend to log my thoughts, feelings, questions, and general observations 

as a student, intern, future librarian, and patron during the semester. I’m 

looking forward to the learning experience! 

 

 

 

ARDUINO KITS, TAKE 1 -- {August 29, 2014} 

 
Making fosters 
character- building 
traits collectively 
known as grit, 
including creativity, 
curiosity, 
open-mindedness, 
persistence, social 
responsibility, and 
teamwork, among 
others. -- 
Makerspace 
Playbook, pg. 3 
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This week, we tested the workshop for our Arduino kits and the Circuits 

1-2-3 web application. And, admittedly, I went into it pretty unprepared. 

The goal of the session was for Brown to test his workshop to make sure it 

was clear and understandable for all skill levels and familiarity levels with 

circuits.  He probably could not have asked for a better test subject (or at 

least not a less-informed one). He walked us through some basic concepts 

in circuits and demonstrated the Circuits 1-2-3 application, which really is 

a great tool for anyone building any kind of electronics.  Essentially, you 

can explode as many LED bulbs as necessary to get the correct 

configuration without ever having to move to a real circuit.  

 

We talked about how current flows toward the ground (this explains a lot 

about household appliances and wiring), about how electricity flows 

through a circuit board (or bread board), and I even learned a little bit 

about programming (I was grateful I had just had an introductory lesson to 

HTML, which shares some similar structure). The metaphor of electricity as 

water amazed me in its simplicity and in its effectiveness. It helped turn a 

concept that was foreign and maybe even a little bit dangerous (who 

doesn’t carry a small innate fear of electrocution!?) into something 

manageable and applicable to my own life. I began to feel confident about 

understanding concepts that I previously would have been extremely 

doubtful about grasping. 

 

What I like about the workshops is the ability to take a complex concept 

and break it down in such a way that it becomes realistic for anyone to do. 

I feel this is a major goal of the workshops and of the grant and Mobile 

Makerspace. While I learned several years ago through some somewhat 

painful trial and error that I was capable of doing many things if I was just 

willing to learn, this is something that a lot of people have yet to realize or 

have forgotten. 

 

What dawned on me after we completed our test workshop is that the 

confidence I felt will reflect the approach others take during our actual 

sessions; the realization that with a little coaching, they too could be 

capable of creating with the Arduino kits or 3D printers, or maybe even 

some other creative tool we don’t even talk about. The EVEN better part is 

that they will be able to make these things very doable in our everyday 

lives - and libraries. 

 

MEETING WITH ANTHROPOLOGY -- {September 5, 2014} 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Women in 
Makerspaces 
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This week we met with Bob Anemone, chair of UNCG’s Anthropology 

Department. One of the goals of the LSTA grant is to reach out to 

academic departments on campus and show them how 3D 

modeling/printing and circuit technology can be incorporated into their 

curriculum. This was not much of a leap for the Anthropology department. 

In fact, the department (or Bob, actually) has a 3D scanner which it already 

uses to create 3D images of various artifacts.  

 

We particularly got a close-up look at several mammalian teeth and 

jawbones Bob and his students found during recent digs. His 

undergraduate assistant, Ashley, explained to us that patterns on the 

teeth could indicate everything from the animal’s diet down to its species. 

It’s her job to scan the teeth and jawbones and other objects using the 

scanner, a process that even at its fastest takes several hours. The scans 

can be saved as any number of image file types, including PDFs, which can 

then be manipulated on several dimensions. 

 

The obvious value of 3D printing in that environment is to create scaled 

replicas of artifacts, like teeth, that can be increased in size, measured, 

handled by students, or sent to colleagues.  In fact, Bob said, there is a 

certain amount of sharing among colleagues of 3D scans. In some aspects, 

it increases access to physical items in ways that molds and casts may not. 

This was one area of particular interest to him, the accuracy of such 

replicas. A potential research project would be to compare the accuracy 

and precision of different replicas (casts, 3D prints, 3D images) to the 

original by comparing measurements. This was an application, Bob said, 

where 3D technology may (dare I say it) surpass even the purity of the 

physical object, the ability for much more precise measurements of 

hard-to-measure surfaces. 

 

I probably showed my ignorance, or idealism, when I asked whether 3D 

technology was incorporated into the Anthropology curriculum AT ALL. 

The answer, I’m told, is no.  While Bob and his undergraduate assistants 

are becoming versed in the possibilities, the department itself has no 

formal or informal education on the subject. In a previous job as a 

newspaper reporter, I was accustomed to being at least 10 years behind 

such current trends, but I was definitely surprised that even in a field 

where there is such a direct application, the transition is relatively slow. 

 

I can see both positive and negative aspects to this. While it’s a little 

disappointing that these awesome tools are not being totally taken 

advantage of (and yes, I understand budgetary and bureaucratic 
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restraints), it’s also pretty neat to realize just what a positive force 

something like the Mobile Makerspace can be in educating others about 

what’s available. 

 

ALISE Poster Proposal -- {September 12, 2014} 

 

This week, Beth proposed that Michelle and I consider attending the 
ALISE and/or mid-winter ALA conferences in Chicago in January, with 
the goal of presenting a poster at one or the other. After some 
research, we realized that ALISE hosts a Works In Progress poster 
session during their annual conference. This is especially exciting for 
me, because it presents a number of great opportunities (not to 
sound self-centered or anything). One, it gives me the opportunity to 
attend some of my first conferences as a soon-to-be professional 
librarian. It also gives me the opportunity to visit Chicago, somewhere 
I’ve never been and a city that holds some special significance to my 
family (my grandmother’s sister lived there for most of her adult life). 
Finally, it gives me the chance to come up with a really great 
deliverable for the practicum/independent study portion of my role 
with the team. 
 
I am also quite excited about the possibility to present a poster on 
such an interesting and relatively innovative topic and something that 
I am so interested in sharing. The Mobile Makerspace project is 
remarkably in line with the “Re-imagining LIS Education” portion of 
the poster session theme. Below is our abstract/poster description 
that will hopefully land us a spot at the ALISE conference. Here’s 
hoping! 
 

LIS Education - Making Makers 
 
In the past few years, there has been a shift in thinking that libraries have 
a responsibility as spaces for creation. With that in mind, it is important to 
prepare and familiarize librarians-in-making with makerspaces. The Mobile 
Makerspace Team at the University of North Carolina Greensboro’s 
Jackson Library received a Library Services and Technology (LSTA) grant 
from the North Carolina State Library for the 2014 - 2015 year. The grant 
furthers the team’s goal of educating LIS students and others about the 
world of makers and makerspaces with the message that EVERYONE IS A 
MAKER. As two LIS students working on this grant project, we have helped 
spearhead this project for our classmates and colleagues. Our resources 
include a 3D printer, Arduino kits, a laptop with open source software, and 
a mobile cart to hold them all - comprising the Mobile Makerspace. Our 
poster will include discussion on our involvement in the initiative, what we 
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have accomplished so far, such as workshops and assessment creation, 
what we have learned and what comes next. The poster will bring the 
products and results of our venture to the conference with a 
three-dimensional twist and will include LED lights and sample 3D 
modeling projects. Preliminary assessment results will also be available to 
explore the impact our workshop sessions may have had on participants’ 
perceptions of their “maker” abilities. 
 

INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOP -- {September 19, 2014} 
 
This week marked the first of our workshops for the semester.  The 
workshops are synchronous online sessions of about 30 minutes and are 
also recorded for those who cannot attend during the 12:15-12:45 
timeslot during the day. I felt honored to have my picture on the “Who We 
Are” slide and have realized the great behind the scenes experience that I 
am getting this semester from working with Beth, Michelle, & Brown. It’s 
obvious Beth really has a lot of insight on how to format workshops and 
presentations in the way that these things come so naturally to her. And 
Brown’s introduction to the session had a lot of impact. He did a great job 
of establishing our little motto (at least what I like to think of as a motto) 
that EVERYONE IS A MAKER by asking people to consider whether they 
had ever made anything - and, yes, cookies count. So do research papers - 
and that’s where libraries come in. As he puts it, libraries have always 
been centers of making, synthesizing learned information into something 
new, like research papers, etc. 
 
Michelle’s knowledge of the maker world is impressive. There are some 
things I really love about the maker culture, as I pointed out with the 
quote from The Makerspace Playbook alongside my first entry.  I love that 
the movement embraces failure. Too often times our society is afraid to 
try something new for fear of failure. I have myself learned to overcome 
the fear of failure through my creative work as a reporter, editor, page 
designer at a community newspaper (not always an easy or painless 
process) and I embrace  any philosophy that “decriminalizes” failure and 
recognizes it as a part of the learning process. I also love the open, 
collaborative environment that is encouraged in makerspaces. What is the 
point of creation if you can’t share the product of it with someone? 
 
Finally, Beth shared an article that addresses an exact question I had when 
I started thinking about 3D printing and its practical applications. Over the 
summer, I was riding in the car with my best friend, Bridgette, and her 
mother, JoAnn. Bridgette is a fellow “nerd” like me who spent the past five 
years teaching English as a Second Language in a rural high school system, 
while her mom just retired last year after 30 years as a teacher and 
counselor with the same school system. I was telling them about my 
exciting opportunity as a practicum student, but that I was having difficulty 
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imagining a lot of practical applications for the technology. I was amazed 
at how easily they came up with a list of projects and ideas and I realized 
that I had to eat my words. As Griffey says in his article, “Once you have 
the power to create, the benefit is that you can create almost anything 
you can think of.” And, clearly, there is no shortage of ideas. 
 

3D PRINTING WORKSHOP #1 -- {September 26, 2014} 
 
So, as it is with the laws of the universe, a Blackboard malfunction 
coincided with our first workshop on 3D printing this week. However, I 
don’t think this really slowed down the pace of the workshop. In fact, it 
may have actually helped in some ways, since Michelle was able to record 
a tutorial introducing us (I consider myself a participant) to some basic 3D 
modeling tools without the interruption of other technical difficulties.  
 
One of the most notable revelations I’ve had thus far working with the 
makerspace team is the value of open source software. As a young, naive 
undergrad and even during my professional duties as a writer/page 
designer at a small newspaper, I was often snobbish about having to use 
such open source software as Open Office - it didn’t work the way I 
WANTED it to. I was spoiled and, having never really incurred the costs for 
such software, blissfully ignorant of how prohibitive those costs are. The 
wonderful thing about Michelle’s workshop this week was that all of the 
tools she used (with the exception of the printer itself) were free.  The 
development of web applications has really enhanced access to these 
tools and allows people to harness their experimental and creative powers 
much more easily.  I cannot imagine having to pay for proprietary software 
in order to tinker with (pardon the pun!) Tinkercad, the application we 
used for 3D modeling.  
 
The availability of such programs really fits well with the maker mindset of 
sharing and collaboration and greatly increases one’s ability to try new 
things. Within 30 seconds, and at no cost, I was ready to start basic 3D 
modeling, or to modify the free downloadable models available at 
Thingiverse. I can go home and share this with my sister, or send her the 
link and let her try it on her own. I am not prohibited by the fear of paying 
for a program that I will never use, and in this case, I’m not even slowed 
down by the need to download the program. 
 
The workshop itself was a great introduction to Tinkercad, which is 
surprisingly easy and intuitive to use. I am looking forward to next week 
and to hopefully making some neat additions to our poster for ALISE 
(fingers crossed)! 
 

3D PRINTING WORKSHOP #2 -- {October 3, 2014} 
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This Wednesday was our second 3D printing workshop and it really left me 
wanting more! That’s not to say that the workshop was insufficient, but 
that it did it’s job of making me realize how possible and realistic it is for 
me to create and print 3D models.  For her second workshop, Michelle 
introduced the open source program Inkscape (“drawing” software 
comparable to Adobe Illustrator). In Inkscape, users can change black and 
white images/objects into vector images that can then be imported into 
Tinkercad and manipulated. The same thing can be done with text as well. 
 
I got another look at the maker movement in some of my readings this 
week.  I read two papers by the Deloitte Center for the Edge, A Movement 
In The Making and Impact of the Maker Movement. The two papers, 
particularly the latter, explore the economic and cultural impact 
makerspaces and the maker movement are having and will continue to 
have in the future.  I am somewhat familiar with the ways the movement 
is manifesting itself in the education world (i.e. this whole grant project) 
and had heard it tossed around that the movement is predicted to 
revitalize the manufacturing industry in the country. But I had never really 
heard it put into such precise and optimistic (is that the right word?) 
terms. 
 
One of the points I found interesting in A Movement In The Making was 
Dale Dougherty’s breakdown of makers into three categories: 1) zero to 
maker, 2) maker to maker, and 3) maker to market. These seem to capture 
the different aspects of the movement pretty well.  
 
Zero to maker (the level at which I proudly know I am most rooted in) is 
those who are just learning and/or putting their skills to use. This category 
quite nicely captures the idea that everyone is a maker, that the access to 
ideas and technology are putting making back in peoples’ hands. The 
maker to maker aspect captures the sense of community, sharing, and 
building on others’ ideas that is so vital to the maker world. And clearly 
maker to market reflects the economic impact of the market. 
 
Possibly my favorite line or concept from both articles was the seemingly 
contradictory idea that our digital technologies are, paradoxically, leading 
us back to the physical realm. “Physical ‘making’ is the new frontier,” the 
authors say. When so many lament the “end of society” because of the 
machines, it is refreshing to think of the potential renaissance that all of 
these machines could be leading to. While I often wondered whether the 
authors were a bit idealistic or self-serving in their predictions about the 
impact the maker movement has/will have, I am also hopeful that they are 
mostly right. Their ideas clearly strike a chord with me and how I would 
like to see the world continue to evolve in the future. 
 

PLANNING & ORGANIZING -- {October 10 & October 17, 2014} 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“The same forces that are 
democratizing 
information— improved 
cost-performance of 
technology driving 
digitization and 
connectivity— are also 
lowering the cost to 
produce physical 
objects.” 

--A Movement In The 
Making, Deloitte 
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These last few weeks have been mostly about organizing and planning for 
all of the upcoming outreach that is going to happen at the end of October 
and beginning of November.  On the schedule are a presentation for the 
Geography and Anthropology clubs, four e-hub events co-hosted with the 
LIS Department, (hopefully) a presentation at the ALISE conference, and 
possibly one at the CUS Mini-Conference in Charlotte in December. Beth 
also asked me to be the student representative on the AcadeMAKE 
Conference planning committee.  I am really impressed with the team’s 
commitment to fulfilling the goals of the grant by educating LIS students 
and other academic departments on campus. 
 
As part of the LIS Department and mobile makerspace team, I was also 
asked to come up with a flyer and registration form for the e-hub events. 
As an LIS graduate assistant and during my time spent learning with my 
independent study, I have become increasingly aware of the value of 
marketing. Creating flyers, easy to use registration forms, and pre- and 
post-assessments has made me realize the delicate balance between good 
information and not-too-much information. I have really enjoyed being 
able to put some of my skills from my “previous life” into use this 
semester. Below is the flyer I designed for the Makerspace e-hub events: 
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GEOGRAPHY CLUB -- {October 24, 2014} 
 
Wednesday (October 22) was our presentation for the Geography Club in 
the Graham building. This was a day of firsts - the first time presenting to a 
group outside of the LIS world for the grant, the first time testing out the 
“mobile” aspect of the makerspace equipment, and - for me - the first 
time seeing students’ reactions to the 3D printer.  When I joined the team 
at the beginning of the semester, I had never seen a 3D printer in person. I 
may not have ever even see a 3D print. But it did not occur to me that 
most other people have probably not seen one either.  
 
The presentation was in a large classroom in Graham, and I would 
estimate that there were about 30 people (there was free lunch after all). 
Michelle started a 3D print of Yum Yum before the presentation started, 
and as students filed in they came up and gazed at the printer with 
fascination. I guess I expected more indifference from the younger 
undergraduate students who have been exposed to technology from an 
early age. But they were genuinely interested in the printer, and I can’t 
help but think that part of that was generated by the wonderfully 
“futuristic” noises it makes as it prints. 
 
They were also surprisingly engaged in the maker movement aspects of 
our presentation. Michelle did a bulk of the presentation about different 
tools and resources that Geography students might find the most useful 
and interesting. One example, was the Google Earth to 3D Print tutorial, 
that led to the print of Yum Yum - something students would already be 
familiar with and would lend some relevance to the presentation. 
 
Other resources included:  

● Smithsonian site for 3D models 

● Geography students can print out topography, demographic, or 

population maps 

● How it’s used in mining: 

http://3dprint.com/tag/3d-printed-geography/  

● Article: http://geography.wisc.edu/cartography/blog/makerspace/  

 

Again, what I really took away from this session was the students’ and 
faculty members’ engagement with the presentation. I believe other 
members of the team were also pleased with the fact that people asked 
questions and thought of ways that they could apply the technology in 
their field.  It was a rewarding experience. 
 

 
ASHEVILLE E-HUB -- {November 8, 2014} 
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Saturday (November 8) was the final e-hub event in Asheville that I was 
able to attend (the LIS Department’s iDEAL Summit took up the rest of my 
time this week). As an aside, it was so nice to have an excuse to visit the 
wonderful city and as we discovered, the creative spirit Asheville is known 
for is alive and well in the area’s LIS community as well. 
 
The presentation was held in UNC Asheville’s Kimmel Lab on the first floor 
of the library. This was a nice, comfortable space complete with 
computers for participants to use.  Like the Geography Club presentation, I 
was again surprised at the level of engagement in the room. (Although not 
quite as surprised, because they were librarians after all!) I felt at home 
among the participants who were familiar with the buzz about 
makerspaces, but not quite sure how these could fit into their libraries. 
What I love about the maker movement, and what I heard echoed 
throughout the room Saturday, are the implications this has for education 
and the ability to encourage children and young people to develop 
hands-on learning. Brown gave the example of a library/classroom in 
Virginia that created a project for its students to create mythological 
creatures using the free app Modio (also good for killing time during staff 
meetings, apparently). In addition to their creatures, they came up with 
creation myths for their creatures. I really loved the idea of this project 
and think it’s a great way to highlight the potential of the maker 
movement. 
 
What was most inspiring about this particular e-hub was the openness in 
the room and the implicit acceptance that everyone is a maker and that 
people are inherently creative. This is the essence of the maker movement 
and something that I believe is met with some resistance in traditional 
educational and library models. It was refreshing to see people accept that 
they were capable of working with circuits and Arduino and so are their 
patrons, along with the embracing of the concept of failure as growth and 
a learning process. I was even inspired to create 3D printed Christmas 
ornaments for all of my friends this year! 
 

PREPPING FOR ANTHROPOLOGY -- {November 15, 2014} 
 
This week has been spent preparing for our Anthropology presentation on 
Monday. Because Michelle, Beth, and Brown spent so much time 
preparing and leading the makerspace e-hub workshops in the past two 
weeks, I was given the lead on the Anth presentation. This has actually 
been a pretty neat and interesting endeavor.  After seeing Michelle talk 
about 3D printing several times and having the opportunity to tinker with 
some basic modeling myself, I feel like I am up to the task. I prepared an 
outline for the presentation (using a template from our Geography Club 
lecture) and started working on a flyer, although Dr. Bob Anemone, who 
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organized the event, came up with one himself to promote the event in his 
department.  
 
What I have add the opportunity to do this week is really sit down and 
look at the tools that exist and what is being done with them in an 
anthropological context. Bob is teaching ATY 553 Human Osteology (the 
study of bones) in the Spring 2015 semester and has plans for his students 
to create an open source e-textbook with 3D scans. One of the free pieces 
of software he is investigating for this purpose is 123D Catch, part of the 
AutoDesk suite. I downloaded the app and used it to scan some objects 
around the house! 
 
I also discovered just how big 3D technology is in the anthropology world, 
after a simple Google search brought back a ton of results. There are 
people using 3D models to recreate skulls of early ancestors, those using 
drones to map dangerous or inaccessible sites, professors teaching with 
3D artifacts completely online, and researchers making new discoveries 
about the dodo bird. 
 
I am hopeful that the examples will be relevant to the people attending 
the presentation. It can be difficult to gauge what people are already 
knowledgeable about, but as I said in a previous entry, I have been 
surprised by how novel 3D printing is to a lot of people. Bob and his 
student assistant Ashley Bryant are clearly informed about the technology 
since they are actively engaged in 3D scanning and modeling, but I do 
wonder about the rest of the department. If it does not reveal anything 
new, it will hopefully at least inform them about what tools are available 
to them.  I can’t wait to see how it goes. 
 

ANTH TALK & CONFERENCE PREP -- {November 24, 2014} 
 
So as a final preparation for the Anthropology presentation Monday, 
Ashley (Anthropology undergraduate student) asked us to help print three 
3D bones from some of her scans. She is attending a conference this 
weekend and is using the bones for her research comparing the 
scans/prints to the original artifact.  This really helped underline some of 
the basic applications of making in that discipline and was a great 
illustration for the presentation. 
 
We had one student and four faculty members show up for the 
presentation (including Bob). I wasn’t sure we had captured their interest 
or not, but they seemed interested in some of the examples of 
making/using 3D technology I provided, particularly the virtual Egyptology 
course. Michelle also provided a demo of TinkerCAD that really got them 
thinking about how they might introduce this to their students and 
incorporate some of the technology in the classroom. 
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Last Friday, I also attended the School of Education’s Research Symposium 
and was able to see most of the keynote talk by Kylie Peppler of Indiana 
University.  I found her presentation interesting and appreciated how she 
got the audience involved and thinking about the ways that they engage in 
making in their lives.  I was also struck with the parallels between her 
presentation and some of the talking points prepared by Michelle for our 
workshops and presentations (go Michelle!). Again, I love the idea that the 
maker movement is engaging students in creative ways and has the 
potential to shift the way we think about education and manufacturing. 
 
Below are some of the tools I added to our LibGuide “Make” tab with 
resources for anthropology: 
 
uncg.libguides.com/toolkit/make 

POST ASSESSMENT & CONFERENCES -- {December 5, 2014} 
 
So to wrap the semester up I helped create the post assessment for the 
fall workshops and e-hubs and helped with my first ever conference 
presentation. The conference was the NCLA College and University Section 
mini-conference held in Charlotte Friday, Dec. 5. As I said, this was my first 
experience with presenting and I couldn’t be more grateful that it was as 
part of a group presentation.  We talked to our fellow librarians about the 
work that has been done this fall as a result of the LSTA grant. I particularly 
focused on some of the work we’ve done with Anthropology (presentation 
and possibly working with Bob next Spring) and about the pre and 
post-assessment process. Pictured below is the lovely view of Charlotte’s 
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downtown we had from the conference at the UNC Charlotte City Center 
building. 
 

 
 
We have started looking at some of the results of the 97 responses we 
received from sending the survey out to attendees of the online 
workshops and four in-person e-hubs around the state. One of the 
preliminary things that has struck us is the diversity in respondents’ 
affiliations. Only about half are from UNCG, with professional librarians 
scattered across the state attending workshops and e-hubs. But possibly 
the  more interesting exercise will be comparing those results with the 
results we receive from the post-assessment. 
 
Michelle and I started compiling questions a few weeks ago for the 
post-assessment.  Many of them mimick the questions from the 
pre-assessment - how comfortable are respondents with trying new 
technologies, how comfortable are they with creative activities, etc. We 
are hoping to possibly see some correlation between their comfort with 
these and their attendance at the workshops.  But even if that is wishful 
thinking, hopefully participants were at least inspired to go out and try a 
new project after the workshops. 
 
I am continuing my Independent Study into the Spring semester and here 
are some things I look forward to working on: 

● Results and analysis of the pre- and post-assessments, 
● Information about the first ever AcadeMAKE conference, 
● Photos and information from our poster presentation at the 2015 

ALISE annual conference. 
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